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ASK ABOUT SHOW SPECIALS Introducing MacPractice DDS Gen 10 
for Mojave

FREE iCam CAMERA 
with purchase of sensor

TWO-WAY TEXTING
Now Available
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MP DDS COMPATIBLE CAMERAS

The iCam camera is easy to use and 
works with most imaging software. 
Unlike most inexpensive cameras which 
have a short life span, render a mediocre 
image, and whose capture button does 
not save an image in your software; the 
iCam performs admirably. Delivering an 
excellent image, with its programmable 
capture button. The iCam is compatible 
with MacPractice Mojave.

ImageMaster USB is a fully Digital CMOS intraoral camera, flowing 
pure digital data to your computer and avoiding secondary analog 
to digital converters. Its widescreen sensor produces vivid colors 
and outstanding pictures. Just plug it in and it works! 

SOPROLIFE® camera diagnoses caries. SOPROCARE reveals caries, 
and new and old dental plaque, and reveals gingival inflammation.

The Discovery360 is one of  the most advanced intraoral cameras 
in the market today. 

MACPRACTICE DDS COMPATIBLE PAN/CEPH & CONE BEAM

ACTEON® presents its new X-MIND® TRIUM 
panoramic dental unit which can be upgraded to 

3D (CBCT) and/or cephalometry. It has a 
full range of  medium FOV sizes to facilitate 
2D and 3D examinations. 

Planmeca offers high quality digital ProMax panoramic, 
cephalometric, and cone beam equipment.

OTHER
The Dental R.A.T. is a simple foot-operated mouse that enables the most 
effective, consistent, hands free-periodontal charting solution available.
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Products listed are Mac native unless listed as Future Mac native or bridged (requires Windows and is bridged to MacPractice). Info taken from manufacturers’ web sites.

MACPRACTICE DDS COMPATIBLE SENSORS

QuickRay Mac sensors give the highest x-ray resolution and clarity, and 
connect directly to USB — no interface box needed. Rounded corners, 
thin (less than 1/4”), CMOS, polyurethane cable, smooth edges, “the 
fastest dental sensor on the market.” 

SOPIX2 sensor provides 
exceptional image quality. White 
side stripes offer high sensor 
visibility. ACE® technology 
protects each image from 
overexposure. Sizes 1, 2 sensors 
available from MacPractice.

X-Mind Unity is ergonomic and easy. The sensor is connected to the IO 
x-ray head. With patented ACE Technology, over-exposed images are 
eliminated. SOPIX Inside sensor only uses optimal dose required.

Planmeca offers ProSensors with a 10 year warranty. Sizes 0, 1, 2.

MACPRACTICE DDS COMPATIBLE PHOSPHOR PLATE
 
Introducing to you the PSPIX Intraoral Digital Radiography Phosphor 
Plate System.  This new revolutionary PSP device features:

•Compact and elegant design making it the first 
true chair side solution for digital radiography
•Exceptional image quality in seconds
•Ideal system for converting existing film 
users to digital due to the similarities 
of  acquiring images. Increases workflow and 
eliminates all of  the costs associated with 
developing film

IMAGING SOFTWARE
Invivo Mac is the most advanced macOS 
native 3D rendering, viewing and treatment 
planning software for dental and medical 
specialists. Diagnose any patient scan in 
3D. Learn about the capabilities of  Invivo 
Mac from MacPractice.
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MACPRACTICE DDS BRIDGE TO WINDOWS

Available from 
MacPractice
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